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Abstract:  Since the mapping of the human 
genome and the technical innovations in the field of 
biotechnology, patent law has gone through great 
controversies. Protection is required for an investor 
to make an investment but how broad should the 
given protection be? Whether the invention is a mi-
cro-organism capable of dissolving crude oil, or the 
gene of a soya plant, the genetic engineering required 
for their production entails vast amounts of capi-
tal. The policy in that respect is tailored by legislative 
acts and judicial decisions, ensuring a fair balance be-
tween the interests of patent right holders and third 
parties. However, the policy differs from jurisdiction 
to jurisdiction, thus creating inconsistencies with re-
gards to the given protection to the same invention, 

and as a result this could deter innovation and pro-
mote stagnation. 

The most active actors shaping the patent policy on 
an international level are the patent offices of the 
United States of America, Japan and the European 
Patent Organization. These three patent offices have 
set up a cooperation programme in order to promote 
and improve efficiency with regards to their patent 
policies on a global scale. However, recent judicial de-
velopments have shown that the policy in respect to 
the field of biotechnology differs between the patent 
regimes of the United States of America and the two-
layer system of the European Patent Organisation/
the European Union.
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A. Introduction

1 The debate regarding patents for biological material 
KDV� LQWHQVLÀHG� LQ� WKH� SDVW� IRUW\� \HDUV�� UHVXOWLQJ�
in high publicity and wide media coverage in the 
ÀHOG� RI� ELRWHFKQRORJ\�1 The term biotechnology, 
for the purposes of this Research Paper, should be 
understood to mean “any technological application 
that uses biological systems, living organisms, or 

derivatives thereof, to make or modify products or 
SURFHVVHV�IRU�VSHFLÀF�XVH�µ2 Moreover, biotechnology 
is not a newly developed concept, but it is one of 
WKH�ÀUVW�VFLHQFHV�GHYHORSHG�E\�PDQNLQG�3 The high 
publicity and media coverage mentioned above 
LV�D�QHZ�IHDWXUH�IRU�WKH�ÀHOG��DQG�KDV�UHVXOWHG�LQ�
a wide public awareness of experimentation and 
testing carried on living organisms in the name of 
technological development and medical progress. 
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2 Furthermore, this technological development and 
medical progress has been facilitated through patent 
systems. The “primary purpose of the patent system 
is to provide incentives for the disclosure of valuable 
inventions that might otherwise be kept secret. [The 
society] offers a bargain: a limited period of statutory 
exclusivity for the claimed invention in exchange for 
full disclosure of the invention.”4

3 Additionally, without the negative monopoly rights 
for industrial exploitation provided by a patent, 
the majority of investors would hardly devote 
any resources if there is no guarantee that their 
investment would be secured in the end. This being 
said, then the research and development within 
KHDY\� FDSLWDO�LQWHQVLYH�ÀHOGV� VXFK� DV� WKH�RQH�RI�
biotechnology, would become stagnant if there was 
no adequate protection. 

4 Thus, these ownership rights sparked the debate 
forty years ago concerning patents upon biological 
material. The debate was concentrated around the 
questions of whether or not “life” could be owned 
or whether these negative monopoly rights could 
amount to a modern form of slavery.5 In that regard, 
“many advocates have … declared deoxyribonucleic 
acid [hereinafter “DNA”] to be common to the global 
human heritage.”6 However, currently it is widely 
accepted that biological patents are vital for the 
development of modern medicine and bioresearch, 
leading to the debate’s development. “The debate 
today has seen a shift in focus, from questioning the 
possibility to patent … DNA-related inventions … [to 
questioning] the strength of the patents and the type 
of protection those inventions receive.”7

5 The purpose of this descriptive Research Paper is to 
examine the patentability and scope of protection 
for DNA sequence-related inventions from the 
perspectives of the United States of America and 
Europe. Moreover, it should be noted that the 
“DNA is considered to be a chemical substance, 
and consequently, the basic patent law principles 
applicable to chemical inventions will equally be 
applicable to DNA inventions.”8 

6 In Part B of this Research Paper, the author will 
examine the bio-patent policy from an international 
perspective. This will be followed by a discussion 
in Part C on the patent systems of both the United 
States and Europe, with an emphasis upon their 
respective jurisprudences concerning the patenting 
of DNA material. 

7 Afterwards, this Research Paper will turn in Part D 
WR�DQ�H[DPLQDWLRQ�RI�FHUWDLQ�VSHFLÀF�LVVXHV�UHODWHG�
to the patentability of DNA sequences. First, it will 
EH�FRQVLGHUHG�ZKHWKHU�LQQRYDWLRQV�LQ�WKH�ÀHOG�RI�
biotechnology could be categorized as inventions, 
or non-patentable discoveries. This will be followed 
by a discussion on the criterion of novelty in respect 

to DNA sequence innovations. Afterwards, it will be 
considered whether the DNA sequence patents could 
IXOÀO�WKH�FULWHULRQ�IRU�inventive step/non-obviousness. 
At the end of Part D, an examination on the industrial 

applicability/utility for DNA sequence inventions will 
be offered. 

8 In Part E of this Research Paper, the author will 
turn to the issue of the scope of protection for 
DNA sequence-related patents and will elaborate 
upon the four main types of patents: product based 
patents, process based patents, use based patents 
and purpose-based patents. 

9 In Part F of this Research Paper, the author will 
present a conclusion in light of the analysis that 
has been given.

B. Introductory remarks of the 
bio-patent policy from an 
international perspective

10 The validity and scope of a patent depends on the 
jurisdiction that grants it. This means that a patent 
granted by the United States Patent and Trademark 
2IÀFH� �KHUHLQDIWHU� ´86372µ��� LV� DSSOLFDEOH� RQO\�
within the jurisdiction of the United States. This 
could have a negative impact upon the decision of an 
inventor to disclose his or her invention if protection 
is not provided in other jurisdictions as well.

11 2UJDQLVDWLRQV�VXFK�DV�WKH�(XURSHDQ�3DWHQW�2IÀFH�
(hereinafter “EPO”) or the World Intellectual 
Property Organisation (hereinafter “WIPO”) give a 
solution to this problem, through the administration 
of the European Patent Convention9 (hereinafter 
“EPC”) and the Patent Cooperation Treaty10, 
respectively. 

12 They provide the possibility to an inventor to apply 
for multiple patents within the jurisdictions of their 
respective Member States using a single application 
form. It should be noted that these organisations 
do not grant a single patent with unitary effect, but 
rather a bundle of domestic patents for which the 
inventor has applied.

13 There has been a discussion11 for many years about 
the creation of a unitary patent for the European 
Union similar to the truly regional patent of 
the African Intellectual Property Organization 
(hereinafter “OAPI”).12 The negotiations in that 
regard culminated with the adoption of two 
Regulations through enhanced cooperation,13 and 
WKH�DGRSWLRQ�RI�DQ�$JUHHPHQW�RQ�D�8QLÀHG�3DWHQW�
Court (hereinafter “the Agreement”).14  The ambition 
behind these pivotal steps is to make the internal 
market of the European Union more competitive on 
the global technology scale.
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14 It is interesting to note that, “as things now stand, 
an applicant seeking patent protection throughout 
the entire territory of the [European Union] … will … 
have to obtain a combination of a European patent 
with unitary effect and national and/or European 
patents. This is so because Spain and Italy do not 
participate in the enhanced cooperation in the 
area of the creation of unitary patent protection 
and, therefore, a unitary patent will at best cover 
the territories of only 25, but not all, EU Member 
States.”15

15 The above-mentioned Regulations will be applicable 
either on the 1st of January 2014 or the date of entry 
into force of the Agreement, whichever is the later.16 
Moreover, the Agreement enters into force either 
on the 1st of January 2014 or four months after the 
WKLUWHHQWK�VWDWH�KDV� UDWLÀHG� LW�� DQG�DPRQJ� WKRVH�
thirteen Member States it is required that France, 
Germany and the United Kingdom are present. 17

16 ´*OREDOO\��WKH�(32��86372��DQG�-DSDQHVH�3DWHQW�2IÀFH�
>KHUHLQDIWHU�´-32µ@�DUH�WKH�PRVW�LQÁXHQWLDO�DFWRUV�
in [the] international patent policy, and regularly 
meet in trilateral discussions.”18  Furthermore, 
intellectual property law is being enforced and 
applied primarily at the national level. This means 
that an international framework should outline 
this level in order to avoid discrepancies within the 
many national patent regimes. In that regard, WIPO 
plays a vital role for the administration of various 
intellectual property Unions and international 
agreements related to intellectual property law. 19

17 The Agreement on the Trade-Related Aspects of 
Intellectual Property Rights (hereinafter “TRIPS”),20 
is an agreement that was adopted under the auspices 
of the World Trade Organisation (hereinafter 
“WTO”). TRIPS incorporates within itself many of the 
provisions covered by the Conventions administered 
by WIPO. Moreover, it primarily provides that 
the Members of the WTO are obliged to follow a 
minimum standard of protection for intellectual 
property rights. 

18 With regards to the patentability of DNA inventions, 
TRIPS is silent. Its Member States are not obliged 
explicitly to grant protection for DNA-related 
inventions. However, Article 27(3)(b) of TRIPS does 
not refer to DNA sequence inventions as an exception 
to patentability. Accordingly, it gives the Member 
States a wide margin of discretion with regards to the 
patentability of DNA in respect to the patentability 
criteria and excludability from patenting.21

19 A discussion concerning exactly this discretion will 
be provided within Part C of this Research Paper, 
namely in respect of the patent regimes of the 
United States and Europe. Before examining them 
separately in detail, it is required to be noted that 
the United States follows the doctrine of ÀUVW�WR�

invent while in Europe the doctrine of ÀUVW�WR�ÀOH is 
the predominant one. The difference is that in the 
United States, the patent holder has to prove that he 
RU�VKH�LQYHQWHG�WKH�'1$�UHODWHG�LQYHQWLRQ�ÀUVW�LQ�
case of infringement proceedings, while in Europe 
all that matters in infringement proceedings is who 
ÀOHG�WKH�DSSOLFDWLRQ�ÀUVW�

20 On a more recent note, the patent system in the 
United States will change from ÀUVW�WR�LQYHQW to ÀUVW�
LQYHQWRU�WR�ÀOH in 2013.22 

C. Bio-patents from the perspectives 
of the United States and the 
European patent regimes 

I. The jurisprudence in the 
United States with regards 
to Biotechnology 

21 Under the Constitution of the United States of 
America, the Congress has the power “to promote the 
progress of science and useful arts, by securing for 
limited times to authors and inventors the exclusive 
right to their respective writings and discoveries.”23 

22 The USPTO, mentioned above, is a federal 
administrative body established by the U.S. Patent 
Act, with the task of administering the U.S. patent 
system.24 Under the U.S. Patent Act, there are four 
requirements with equal legal value, which an 
LQYHQWLRQ�QHHGV�WR�IXOÀO�LQ�RUGHU�WR�EH�JUDQWHG�D�
patent.25 These requirements are: the invention 
must be of a patentable subject matter,26 it must be 
novel,27 it must have to have utility,28 and it must be 
non-obvious.29

23 With regards to biotechnology, the patent regime of 
the United States could be said to be fairly liberal. 
The debate that was discussed in the introductory 
part of this Research Paper goes far beyond the 
question of whether or not “life” itself could or 
should be patented in the United States. As Chief 
Justice Burger noted, the relevant distinction in 
WKH�ÀHOG�RI�ELRWHFKQRORJ\�VKRXOG�EH�´QRW�EHWZHHQ�
living and inanimate things, but between products 
of nature, whether living or not, and human-made 
inventions.”30

24 In the case of )XQN�%URV�6HHG�&R��Y��.DOR�,QRFXODQW�&R�,31 
the Supreme Court of the United States developed 
the product of nature doctrine. This doctrine is used 
WR� GHÀQH� WKH� SDWHQWDEOH� VXEMHFW�PDWWHU� IRU� DQ�
LQYHQWLRQ�LQ�WKH�ÀHOG�RI�ELRWHFKQRORJ\��7KH�6XSUHPH�
Court held that the “manifestations of laws of nature, 
[are] free to all men and reserved exclusively to 
none. He who discovers an unknown phenomenon of 
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nature has no claim to a monopoly.”32 The substance 
of this doctrine is that a product of nature cannot 
be patentable since it fails to satisfy the criterion of 
novelty. Examples of such products of nature include 
the laws of physics, mathematical equations and all 
QRQ�LVRODWHG��QRQ�SXULÀHG�OLYLQJ�PDWWHU�33 

25 Moreover, the case of Diamond v. Chakrabarty34 marked 
the beginning of a new era for the U.S. patent system. 
The case concerned the challenging of a decision to 
grant a patent for a human-engineered bacterium 
of the Pseudomonas genus, which was able to break 
down crude oil and thus help treat and control oil 
spills. 

26 The USPTO agreed that this was a novel invention; 
however it rejected granting the patent on two 
grounds: (1) the micro-organism was a products of 

nature and (2) the invention was not of patentable 
subject-matter. Mr. Chakrabarty appealed this 
decision and the Board of Patent Appeals and 
,QWHUIHUHQFHV�DIÀUPHG�WKH�86372·V�FRQFOXVLRQ�RQ�
the second ground. The Board of Patent Appeals 
relied on “the legislative history of the 1930 Plant 
Patent Act, in which [the] Congress extended 
patent protection to certain asexually reproduced 
plants, [and] the Board concluded that § 101 was 
not intended to cover living things such as these 
laboratory created micro-organisms.”35

27 Mr Chakrabarty then appealed to the Court of 
Customs and Patent Appeals (hereinafter “CCPA”), 
which reversed the decision of the Board of Appeals. 
In the case of In re Bergy36 the CCPA had concluded 
that “the fact that micro-organisms are alive is 
ZLWKRXW�OHJDO�VLJQLÀFDQFH�IRU�SXUSRVHV�RI�WKH�SDWHQW�
law”37, and it took this judgement into consideration 
while deliberating upon the Chakrabarty case.

28 In March 1980, the matter was brought before 
the attention of the United States Supreme Court. 
“Essentially, the Court held that the bacterium 
ZDV�DOWHUHG�WR�D�VXIÀFLHQW�H[WHQW�WR�TXDOLI\�DV�DQ�
invention,”38�DQG�WKXV�WKH�PXWDWHG�RUJDQLVP�IXOÀOOHG�
the criterion of novelty and was not a product of nature. 
7KH�6XSUHPH�&RXUW�DIÀUPHG�WKH�MXGJHPHQW�JLYHQ�E\�
the CCPA on the 16th of June 1980, and on the 31st of 
March 1981 the USPTO issued the contested Patent.39

29 Since the Supreme Court rendered this judgement, 
´WKH�SDWHQW�RIÀFH�KDV�EHHQ�JUDQWLQJ�SDWHQWV�RYHU�
genes, animals, plants and other products of 
biotechnology.”40 According to statistics made by 
the OECD in 2002, “one study estimates that the total 
number of DNA patents granted by the USPTO to date 
is somewhere around 10 000.”41 And according to the 
World Survey of Genomics Research, in 2001 alone 
the USPTO granted over 5 000 DNA patents.42 “In a 
more recent article (2005), Kyle Jenson and Fiona 
Murray43� LGHQWLÀHG� ������ 86� SDWHQWV� FRQWDLQLQJ�
claims on human DNA sequences.”44 According to 

research conducted by Eric J. Rogers, the USPTO 
granted more than 40 000 DNA-related patents until 
2011, since the Chakrabarty case.45

30 The debate discussed in the introductory section of 
this Research Paper culminated in the resent case 
of Association for Molecular Pathology v. United States 

3DWHQW�	�7UDGHPDUN�2IÀFH�DQG Myriad Genetics, Inc.46 The 
case had great potential in blocking the patentability 
of DNA-related inventions in the United States. “The 
KLJK� SURÀOH� OLWLJDWLRQ� EURXJKW� WKH� WRSLF� RI� '1$�
patenting into the spotlight, prompting several 
organizations, both domestically47 and abroad,48 to 
publish reports with policy recommendations49.”50

31 This case concerned the patentability of two 
particular breast cancer genes (BRCA1, BRCA2) and 
certain methods for testing the genetic material. 
Moreover, the particular issues before the Court 
concerned 15 claims from 7 patents.51

32 Furthermore, research made by Myriad Genetics, Inc. 
showed that women with mutations in the above-
PHQWLRQHG�JHQHV�ZHUH�VLJQLÀFDQWO\�VXVFHSWLEOH�WR�
develop breast cancer. “Using positional cloning 
techniques, the inventors found that mutations 
LQ� WKH� %5&$� JHQHV� FRUUHODWH�ZLWK� D� VLJQLÀFDQWO\�
increased risk of ovarian and breast cancer.”52 
According to statistics presented by the National 
Cancer Institute, 53 the average American woman has 
12.29% to develop breast cancer in her life. However, 
the statistics conducted by Myriad Genetics suggest 
that women with mutation in the BRCA genes are 
with 50-80% higher risk of developing breast cancer, 
and a 20-50% chance of developing ovarian cancer.54 

33 “This may seem like a boon for medical research, a 
breakthrough in humanity’s endeavour to conquer 
cancer.”55 However, the costs of testing the genetic 
material protected by the contested patent made it 
impossible for the insurance policies of some patients 
to cover the amount of the test.56 Additionally, the 
defendant in the case had employed an aggressive 
strategy with respect to the contested patent. The 
strategy prohibited others from making the test of 
the genetic material, thus ensuring that if patients 
wished to make a second test due to fear of human 
mistake, they had to do it at Myriad Genetics 
laboratories again. Additionally, the patent put an 
estoppel upon the research and development in 
WKH�ÀHOG�FRQFHUQLQJ�WKH�%5&$�JHQHV�GXH�WR�WKH�IDFW�
that researchers and medical organisations feared 
potential infringement litigations.57

34 'XULQJ�WKH�SURFHHGLQJV�DW�ÀUVW�LQVWDQFH�WKH�'LVWULFW�
&RXUW�UXOHG�WKDW�HYHQ�LI�LVRODWHG�DQG�SXULÀHG��WKH�
DNA-related inventions were still a product of nature. 
´,W�ZDV�WKH�ÀUVW�WLPH�DQ\�IHGHUDO�FRXUW�IRXQG�'1$�
patents to be invalid for ineligible subject matter.”58 
The plaintiff to the case also raised arguments with 
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respect the constitutionality of the patentability of 
DNA compounds.59

35 However, the United States Court of Appeals for 
the Federal Circuit squashed the judgement of the 
'LVWULFW�&RXUW��´KROGLQJ�WKDW�LVRODWHG�DQG�SXULÀHG�
DNA molecules and certain DNA-related methods 
are indeed patentable subject matter.”60 The Appeals 
Court looked at three different types of patents, 
namely: (1) absolute product patents, (2) purpose 
bound patents for the purposes of analysing and 
comparing natural DNA sequences and mutated DNA 
sequences, and (3) purpose bound patents covering 
more than analysing and comparing between natural 
DNA sequences and mutated DNA sequences. 

36 (1) With respect to the absolute product patent, 
Judge Lourie and Judge Moore concurred that if a 
DNA molecule is isolated, it is patentable subject-
matter “because the covalent bonds at the ends of 
a DNA molecule, when isolated, must be broken, 
making the molecule a ‘distinct chemical entity’ that 
LV�E\�GHÀQLWLRQ�¶PDUNHGO\�GLIIHUHQW·�IURP�DQ\�'1$�
molecules existing in nature.”61

37 (2) With respect to the purpose-bound patents for 
the purposes of analysing and comparing natural 
DNA sequences and mutated DNA sequences, the 
Court held that it was not patentable subject-matter. 
This was due to the fact that abstract mental processes, 
which are involved in the analysis and comparison, 
would ensure that the scope of protection was too 
broad.62

38 (3) With respect to and purpose-bound patents 
covering more than analysing and comparing 
natural DNA sequences and mutated DNA sequences, 
the Court held that it was patentable subject matter. 
This was so because the additional step that goes 
beyond mere analysis and comparison could lead to 
“potentially valuable inventive methods.”63

39 It is interesting to note that in the end of 2012 
the United States Supreme Court expressed its 
willingness to adjudicate upon the case of Myriad. 64 
It is expected that the Court will reach a decision on 
the matter in 2013.

40 On a more recent note, in 2012 the United States 
Supreme Court ruled upon the case of Mayo 

Collaborative Services v. Prometheus Laboratories, Inc.65 
The case concerned two patents for the use of 
thiopurine drugs in the treatment of autoimmune 
diseases, such as Crohn’s disease and ulcerative 
colitis.66 “Stated generally, the patents claim 
methods of: (a) administering a thiopurine drug 
to a patient, and (b) determining the levels of the 
drug or the drug’s metabolites in red blood cells 
in [a] patient. The measured metabolite levels are 
then compared to known metabolite levels. If the 
measured metabolite levels in the patient are outside 

the known range, then the physician should increase 
or decrease the level of drug to be administered so as 
WR�UHGXFH�WR[LFLW\�DQG�HQKDQFH�WUHDWPHQW�HIÀFDF\�µ67

41 “Prometheus is the sole and exclusive licensee of the 
patents at issue. Mayo purchased and used medical 
diagnostic tests from Prometheus that embody 
the methods described in the patents. Mayo later 
developed and marketed its own diagnostic test, 
resulting in Prometheus bringing an action for 
patent infringement against Mayo.”68

42 Throughout the proceedings, the District Court 
found that the two contested patents were of 
unpatentable subject matter because they dealt 
with natural law - “namely the correlation between 
thiopurine metabolite levels and the toxicity and 
HIÀFDF\� RI� WKLRSXULQH� GUXJ� GRVDJHV�´69 However, 
in 2009 the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit 
reversed the District Court’s judgement and used the 
“machine-or-transformation test”70  to determine 
that the claims of Prometheus were patentable.

43 In the case of %LOVNL�Y��.DSSRV�in 2010, the majority of 
Justices in the United States Supreme Court agreed 
that “the ‘machine-or-transformation’ test should 
not serve as the exclusive test for determining 
whether a claimed method [is] patent-eligible or 
not.”71 For that reason the Supreme Court in the 
case of Mayo v. Prometheus vacated the decision of 
the Federal Circuit and ordered a rehearing of the 
appeal.

44 The Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit again 
held that the claims were patent eligible and Judge 
Lourie stated that the they were “drawn not to a law 
of nature, but to a particular application of naturally 
occurring correlations, and accordingly do not pre-
empt all uses of the recited metabolite levels and 
GUXJ�HIÀFDF\�RU�WR[LFLW\�µ72

45 The Supreme Court again granted a writ of certiorari 
and disagreed with the Court of Appeals for the 
Federal Circuit in its decision. The Supreme Court 
considered that the claims set forward were directed 
only towards laws of nature and consequently were 
unpatentable. “The Court reviewed its precedents 
in order to explain that phenomena of nature and 
abstract concepts could not be patented because the 
‘monopolization of these basic tools through the 
grant of a patent might tend to impede innovation 
more than it would tend to promote it.’73”74 However 
all inventions at some point use and apply natural 
laws, thus “a process is not unpatentable simply 
because it contains a law of nature or a mathematical 
algorithm”75 and “an application of a law of nature 
or mathematical formula to a known structure or 
process may well be deserving of patent protection.”76

46 In its analysis, the Supreme Court stated that the 
claims at hand dealt with natural law, thus it was 
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necessary to observe whether “the patent claims 
add enough to their statements of the correlations 
to allow the processes they describe to qualify as 
patent-eligible processes that apply natural laws.”77 
7KH�6XSUHPH�&RXUW�LGHQWLÀHG�DQG�GHOLEHUDWHG�XSRQ�
three steps that the claims added in addition to the 
natural law – namely: (1) an administering step, (2) a 
determining step, (3) and a wherein step.78

47 (1) The administering step “referred simply to 
the relevant audience of the invention, namely, 
physicians who treat patients with certain 
diseases with thiopurine drugs.”79 In any event, 
the “prohibition against patenting abstract ideas 
‘cannot be circumvented by attempting to limit 
the use of the formula to a particular technological 
environment.’80”81

48 (2) The determining step basically refers to any act of 
measurement of the metabolite level into the blood 
of a patient, performed by physicians. Moreover, it 
was even stated in the patent applications that the 
methods for determination of the metabolite level 
in the blood were well known in the art.82 “Thus, 
this step tells doctors to engage in well-understood, 
routine, conventional activity previously engaged in 
E\�VFLHQWLVWV�ZKR�ZRUN�LQ�WKH�ÀHOG�µ83

49 (3) The wherein step “simply tells a doctor about the 
relevant natural laws, at most adding a suggestion 
that he should take those laws into account when 
treating his patient.”84 “According to Justice Breyer, 
an unpatentable law of nature does not become 
patentable merely by advising individuals to use 
the law.”85

50 To summarize the above-mentioned observations, 
the Supreme Court considered that the claims were 
informative to the relevant audience, the additional 
steps were conventional and routine, and “when 
YLHZHG� DV� D� ZKROH�� DGG>HG@� QRWKLQJ� VLJQLÀFDQW�
beyond the sum of their parts taken separately.”86 
For those reasons the Supreme Court concluded 
WKDW�� ´WKH� VWHSV� DUH� QRW� VXIÀFLHQW� WR� WUDQVIRUP�
unpatentable natural correlations into patentable 
applications of those regularities.”87

51 Additionally, the Supreme Court deliberated upon the 
case at hand in light of existing precedents dealing 
with the issue of patent eligibility of processes that 
embodied the equivalent of natural laws - namely 
the cases of Diehr88 and Flook89. “The Court concluded 
that the claims at issue in [Prometheus] present a 
case for patentability that is weaker than the claim 
in Diehr and no stronger than the claim in Flook, 
emphasizing that the steps and wherein clauses 
of Prometheus’�FODLPV�¶DGG�QRWKLQJ�VSHFLÀF�WR�WKH�
laws of nature other than what is well-understood, 
routine, conventional activity, previously engaged 
LQ�E\�WKRVH�LQ�WKH�ÀHOG�·90”91

52 Throughout the course of the proceedings, the U.S. 
Government raised an argument that “virtually any 
step beyond a statement of a law of nature itself 
should transform an unpatentable law of nature 
LQWR�D�SRWHQWLDOO\�SDWHQWDEOH�DSSOLFDWLRQ�VXIÀFLHQW�
to satisfy §101’s demands.”92 Under this argument, 
other requirements like novelty and non-obviousness 

ZRXOG�KDYH�D�PRUH�VLJQLÀFDQW�LPSDFW�GXULQJ�SDWHQW�
examination. However, the Supreme Court decided 
that this approach was not consistent with prior 
law, and would make the natural law exception to 
patentability virtually hollow.93

53 The Supreme Court also responded to concerns 
that a decision against Prometheus could discourage 
diagnostic research.94 “Justice Breyer observed that 
other interested parties had asserted that patents 
claiming the body’s natural responses to illness and 
medical treatment should not be granted because 
WKH\�PLJKW�OLPLW�SK\VLFLDQ�DFFHVV�WR�FULWLFDO�VFLHQWLÀF�
data. In view of these competing views, the Court 
was reluctant to depart from precedent denying 
patents on natural laws.”95

54 The case of Mayo v. Prometheus represents the 
willingness of the otherwise fairly liberal patent 
regime of the United States to draw a clear line 
between what is patentable and what is not, by 
HOHJDQWO\�GHÀQLQJ�WKH�law of nature exception.

II. The jurisprudence in Europe 
with regards to Biotechnology

55 “The European patent system displays a disciplined 
yet inclusive regime of according patent rights 
to biotechnology and its numerous progenies.”96 
The two primary sources that are relevant for the 
patentability of biotechnology within Europe are the 
EPC,97 and the Biotechnology Directive 98/44/EC98 
(hereinafter “the Biotech Directive”). The scope of 
application of the EPC coverers all of its signatory 
and extension states,99 while the Biotech Directive is 
applicable only within the European Union.100

56 The Biotech Directive was adopted in July 1998 and 
it was supposed to be implemented by the 30th of 
July 2000; though it was done so in March 2006 after 
the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg became the last 
Member State to implement it.101 However, on 19th 
of October 1998, the Dutch Government brought 
an annulment action before the European Court of 
Justice with respect to the Biotech Directive and the 
claim was rejected.102

57 Furthermore, in 1999, through a decision of the 
Administrative Council, a new “Chapter IV” was 
inserted into Part II of the Implementing Regulations 
of the EPC entitled “Biotechnological Inventions”. 
It contained four rules that are in accordance with 
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the Biotech Directive.103 This amendment to the 
Implementing Regulations serves as a supplementary 
interpretation of the patentability of biotechnology 
ZLWKLQ�WKH�(3&��ZKLFK�JLYHV�DGGLWLRQDO�FODULÀFDWLRQ�
by providing clear exceptions.104

58 The EPC has a fourfold cumulative criterion for 
determining whether an invention is patentable- 
namely, the requirements of patentable subject 
matter105, novelty,106 inventive step,107 and industrial 
application.108�´7KHVH�IRXU�FULWHULD�ZHUH�UHDIÀUPHG�
in [the Biotech Directive]. In fact, for the purposes of 
ensuring compatibility between the EPC and the bio-
patents, [the Biotech Directive] categorically under 
$UWLFOH�����VSHFLÀHV�WKDW�ELRORJLFDO�PDWHULDO��DIWHU�
considerable human processing and intervention, 
cannot be precluded from the ambit of patent 
protection simply because its initial existence was 
inherent in nature.”109 

59 A clear distinction between the European and the 
U.S. patent regimes is the public order and morality 

exception from patentability. Under Article 53(a) of 
the EPC, any invention that is against the public order 
or morality is barred from gaining patent protection, 
while in the U.S. there is no such exception.  

60 The EPO Board of Appeals in the case of Plant Cells/

Plant Genetic Systems110 KDV�GHÀQHG� WKH�QRWLRQV�RI�
Public Order and Morality. According to the Board 
of Appeals, public order “covers the protection 
of public security and the physical integrity of 
individuals as part of society”111 while it also 
encompasses the protection of the environment. 
0RUHRYHU��WKH�FRQFHSW�RI�PRUDOLW\�KDV�EHHQ�GHÀQHG�
as “… related to the belief that some behaviour [is] 
right and acceptable whereas other behaviour [is] 
wrong, this belief being founded on the totality of 
the accepted norms which [are] deeply rooted in 
a particular culture. For the purposes of the EPC, 
WKH�FXOWXUH�LQ�TXHVWLRQ�>LV@�GHÀQHG�DV�WKH�FXOWXUH�
inherent in [the] European society and civilisation. 
Accordingly, inventions the exploitation of which [is] 
not in conformity with the conventionally accepted 
standards of conduct pertaining to this culture [are] 
to be excluded from patentability as being contrary 
to morality.”112

61 The Decisions in Hormone Relaxin113 and Harvard Onco-

mouse114 provide clear examples of the willingness 
of the European patent regime to grant patents to 
biotechnological inventions. Additionally, those 
decisions illustrate how the EPO deals with situations 
in which, the subject-matter concerned could be 
viewed initially as contrary to public order and 
morality.

62 The Hormone Relaxin case limited the product of nature 
doctrine. It involved a DNA-sequence patent for 
WKH�SURFHVV�RI�WKH�FUHDWLRQ�RI�RQH�VSHFLÀF�SURWHLQ��
However, it was contested that the process of 

isolation lacked inventive step.  EPO held that the 
subject matter in this case was more than a mere 
discovery; thus it involved inventive step because 
the protein had to be isolated from its surroundings 
and a process had to be developed to obtain it.115 The 
controversy surrounding this case was the fact that 
it dealt with human tissue, in particular the DNA 
of pregnant women. However, “once extracted and 
treated, [the DNA] was characterised, not as ‘life’, but 
as substance carrying genetic information which can 
be used to produce proteins that are medically useful. 
The patent grant was therefore maintained.”116 

63 The Harvard/Onco-mouse case involved a genetically 
PRGLÀHG� RUJDQLVP� �� D� QRQ�KXPDQ� PDPPDO�� LQ�
particular a mouse, which had an oncogene that 
made it highly susceptible to the growth of breast 
cancer cells, making it a useful subject for Onco-
research. This organism was engineered at Harvard 
Medical School in the laboratory of Dr. Philip Lader 
DQG�'U��7LPRWK\�$��6WHZDUW��$W�ÀUVW��WKH�VFRSH�RI�WKH�
controversial patent was for a method of producing 
transgenic non-human mammals, but through the 
course of proceedings, the scope was narrowed to a 
method of producing transgenic rodents containing 
an additional cancer gene.117

64 Harvard College applied for patent protection for the 
abovementioned method before The Examination 
'LYLVLRQ� RI� WKH� (XURSHDQ� 3DWHQW� 2IÀFH�� ZKLFK�
deliberated and later rejected the application. The 
grounds for rejection were that the organism was 
a non-patentable invention, its subject-matter was 
an animal variety and that patent law was not the 
right legislative tool for regulating issues related to 
genetic engineering.118

65 “On appeal, the Technical Board of Appeals held 
that the Examining Division had misconstrued the 
exclusion, which being an exception to patentability, 
ought to be construed narrowly.119 Importantly, the 
Board of Appeal said that Article 53 (b) [EPC] did not 
exclude animals in general”120 from patentability. 
Moreover, there were compelling reasons to 
deliberate, upon the implications for patentability 
stemming from Article 53 (a) EPC.121 Furthermore, 
the Technical Board of Appeals considered that the 
genetic engineering of animals was problematic in 
several respects, namely that it caused suffering 
towards the test subjects and the possibilities of 
exposing the outside environment to those test 
subjects.122 It was considered that this could lead to 
unforeseeable and irrevocable repercussions. 

66 For the abovementioned reasons, the Technical 
Board of Appeals construed a balancing test:  
“The decision as to whether or not Article 53(a) EPC 
is a bar to patenting the present invention would 
seem to depend mainly on a careful weighing up 
of the suffering of animals and possible risks to the 
environment on the one hand, and the invention’s 
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usefulness to mankind on the other. It is the task of 
WKH�GHSDUWPHQW�RI�ÀUVW�LQVWDQFH�WR�FRQVLGHU�WKHVH�
matters in the context of its resumed examination 
of the case.”123 

67 The case was remitted to the Examination Division, 
ZKLFK�LGHQWLÀHG�WKUHH�LQWHUHVWV�WKDW�QHHGHG�WR�EH�
taken into account while deliberating upon the case 
at hand in light of the above-mentioned balancing 
test.�7KRVH�WKUHH�LQWHUHVWV�ZHUH��ÀUVWO\�WKH�LQWHUHVW�
of humankind to remedy widespread and dangerous 
diseases; secondly the protection of the environment 
from the uncontrolled dissemination of unwanted 
genes; and thirdly the avoidance of cruelty to 
animals.124

68 “The Examination Division concluded that upon 
balancing the various considerations, the Oncomouse 
LQYHQWLRQ�ZDV�RI�JUHDW�EHQHÀW�WR�PDQNLQG��ZRXOG�
limit the number of animals used for cancer research 
… and that the risk of escape was minimal.”125 
Moreover, “of the advantages of the invention, the 
animals were considered highly useful in a form of 
experimentation indispensable to medical research. 
It was the importance of this consideration which 
MXVWLÀHG�WKH�SDWHQW�JUDQW�µ126

69  On a more recent note, the European Court of 
Justice sat in Grand Chamber in 2010 over a case with 
tremendous impact upon the patentability of DNA-
related inventions in Europe. The case of Monsanto 

Technology LLC v. Cefetra BV and Others127 concerned a 
European Patent granted in 1996 for a DNA sequence 
that was inserted into a Soya bean plant,128 making 
it resilient and non-sensitive to commonly used 
herbicide.129  

70 The factual situation of the case is as follows: the 
Argentinian company Monsanto owned the above-
mentioned European Patent but did not have a patent 
in Argentina. Three European companies, Cefetra, 
9RSDN�DQG�7RHSÁHU��LPSRUWHG�VR\D�PHDO�LQWR�WKH�
internal market of the European Union, containing 
the protected DNA sequence within their products. 
Monsanto brought infringement proceedings before 
a Dutch Court, which later referred four questions 
to the European Court of Justice. 

71 7KH� ÀUVW� TXHVWLRQ� FRQFHUQHG� WKH� LQWHUSUHWDWLRQ�
of Article 9 of the Biotech Directive. The Dutch 
Court essentially asked whether Article 9 confers 
patent protection rights, even if the protected 
DNA sequence stopped performing its designated 
function but could resume performing it, if it is 
inserted into the cells of a living organism.130 Thus, 
the question was principally whether Article 9 of the 
Biotech Directive provides for an absolute product 
protection.131

72 The European Court of Justice stated “that the 
protection provided for in Article 9 of the Directive 

is not available when the genetic information has 
ceased to perform the function it performed.”132 
Moreover, the Court completely rejected the 
argument of Monsanto concerning the absolute 
product protection,133 stating that through textual 
interpretation of Article 9, the protection it provides 
is closely linked and conditional to, the functionality 
of the DNA sequence concerned.134

73 The second question raised by the Dutch Court 
essentially concerned the scope of the Directive.135 
In particular whether Article 9 effects an exhaustive 
harmonisation of the protection it confers, 
precluding national legislation, which grants 
absolute product protection.

74 The European Court of Justice analysed the recitals 
of the Directive, concluding that the legislature’s 
intention was to ensure an equal level of protection 
for patents in all Member States.136 Leading to the 
conclusion that “the Directive effects an exhaustive 
harmonisation in the European Union, with the 
result that it precludes national legislation offering 
absolute protection to a sequence of DNA as such, 
UHJDUGOHVV� RI� ZKHWKHU� LW� SHUIRUPV� WKH� VSHFLÀF�
function for which it was patented.”137

75 The third question raised by the Dutch Court 
essentially referred to the temporal scope of the 
Directive.138 In particular whether the Directive’s 
scope extends to patents granted prior to its 
adoption. 

76 The European Court of Justice held that, “Article 9 of 
the Directive precludes the holder of a patent issued 
prior to the adoption of that directive from relying 
on the absolute protection for the patented product 
accorded to it under the national legislation then 
applicable.”139

77 The fourth question raised by the Dutch Court 
essentially asked whether Articles 27 and 30 TRIPS140 
affected the interpretation of Article 9 of the Biotech 
Directive.141 

78 7KH� (XURSHDQ�&RXUW� RI� -XVWLFH� DIÀUPHG� WKDW� WKH�
provisions under the TRIPS Agreement did not have 
direct effect,142 and held that the given interpretation 
of Article 9 of the Biotech Directive did not run 
counter to the obligation imposed by TRIPS143 and 
“that Articles 27 and 30 of the TRIPS Agreement do 
not affect the interpretation given of Article 9 of the 
Directive.”144
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D. Analysis of specific issues relating 
to patenting DNA sequences

I. Invention or Discovery?

79 Before analysing this topic, the terms of discovery 
and invention�PXVW�EH�GHÀQHG. A “discovery is the 
unearthing of causes, properties or phenomena 
already existing in nature; invention is the 
application of such knowledge to the satisfaction 
of social needs.”145 One of the issues with regards to 
the debate described in the introductory section of 
this Research Paper was that a living organism could 
be only discovered and not invented. The rationale 
behind this is that there must be a distinction 
between patentable inventions and unpatentable 
GLVFRYHULHV�� ,Q� WKH� ÀHOG� RI� ELRWHFKQRORJ\�� DQG�
in particular DNA sequence research, however, 
sometimes this distinction is not that clear.

80 The approach taken by the EPO is different from the 
one taken by the USPTO in respect to the distinction 
of invention and discovery. The United States Code 
does not make an explicit distinction between the 
two. However, in practice, natural phenomena are 
excluded from patentability.146 Moreover, the recent 
developments in the case of Prometheus,147 in which 
WKH�8QLWHG�6WDWHV�6XSUHPH�&RXUW�FODULÀHG�WKH�law of 

nature exception of patentability, actually blurred 
the distinction between discoveries and inventions 

in the United States. However, under the EPC, the 
question of invention versus discovery is explicitly 
answered. Discoveries are of unpatentable subject 
matter, thus they have a detrimental effect upon a 
patent applicant.

81 Moreover, the Biotech Directive also refers to both 
unpatentable discoveries,148 and patentable inventions.149 
In the case of DNA sequence-related inventions, 
the claimed patents are not naturally occurring 
phenomena. This is so because with patenting in the 
ÀHOG�RI�ELRWHFKQRORJ\��WKH�ULJKWV�WKDW�DUH�DVVHUWHG�
are not over DNA sequences that occur naturally, but 
rather for DNA sequences that have been isolated and 
SXULÀHG��7KH�UDWLRQDOH�EHKLQG�WKLV�LV�WKDW�́ DOWKRXJK�
these DNA sequences do in fact match the sequences 
of our genes, they are only patented in the context 
RI�PROHFXOHV�ZKLFK�KDYH�EHHQ�DUWLÀFLDOO\�FUHDWHG�E\�
cloning and are isolated from the human body.”150 

82 The notion of isolation� ZDV� FODULÀHG� E\� D� MRLQW�
statement made by EPO, USPTO and JPO in 1988 
VWDWLQJ� WKDW�� ´SXULÀHG� QDWXUDO� SURGXFWV� DUH� QRW�
regarded under any of the three laws as products 
of nature or discoveries because they do not in fact 
exist in nature in an isolated form. Rather, they are 
regarded for patent purposes as biologically active 
substances or chemical compounds and eligible 
for patenting on the same basis as other chemical 

compounds.”151 “Although this statement was made 
before the question of patenting genes came into the 
forefront of [the debate discussed in the introductory 
section of this Research Paper], it is consistent with 
the positive approach taken by these three Patent 
2IÀFHV�RQ�WKH�VXEMHFW�RI�JHQH�SDWHQWV�µ152

II. Novelty with regards to DNA 
sequences-related inventions

83 This patentability requirement refers to the fact that 
an invention must not be known to the world before 
the patent application was lodged. With regards to 
the patent regimes of the United States and Europe, 
the major difference in this respect is that in the 
United States, there is a grace period of one year and 
in Europe there is no such thing. 

84 With respect to DNA sequence related-inventions, 
for example, the human genome or the human DNA 
are already existent in nature and thus cannot be 
patented. However, an isolated sequence that is the 
result of a technical process is patentable.153 

85 Moreover, the existence of a DNA sequence in a 
DNA library is not destructive for the element of 
novelty, given the fact that this sequence was not 
freely available to the public.154 Furthermore, “it is 
established patent practise to acknowledge novelty 
for a natural substance that has been isolated for the 
ÀUVW�WLPH�DQG�ZKLFK�KDG�QR�SUHYLRXVO\�UHFRJQLVHG�
existence.”155

86 For the sake of an academic argument, let’s 
consider that a DNA sequence existent in nature, 
even if isolated, cannot be patented due to a lack of 
novelty.156 Yet, the process that creates an identical 
DNA sequence that is already in existence in nature is 
patentable per se. Pursuant to the general principles 
of patent law, in conjunction with Article 64(2) EPC, 
lead to the conclusion that the protection provided 
to a process by a patent extends to the product 
stemming from that process.157 This is so because 
“individual [DNA sequences] in their natural state 
are not directly accessible and additional work is 
required to isolate them.”158

87 If the novelty of an isolated DNA sequence that is of 
patentable subject-matter has been proven, then an 
examination of the inventive step/non-obviousness 
and the industrial application/utility is required to 
be made for a patent to be granted. 
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III. The inventive step/non-
obviousness and DNA 
sequence-related inventions

88 This patentability requirement refers to the fact 
that an invention must not be obvious to a person 
SURÀFLHQW�LQ�WKH�VWDWH�RI�WKH�DUW��́ :KHQ�FRQVLGHULQJ�
whether an invention is obvious, [the respectful 
authority] views the invention through the eyes of 
a notional interpreter equipped with the attributes, 
VNLOOV�� EDFNJURXQG�NQRZOHGJH�� DQG�TXDOLÀFDWLRQV�
UHOHYDQW� WR� WKH� ÀHOG� LQ� ZKLFK� WKH\� ZRUN�µ159 
7KH� TXDOLÀFDWLRQ�� VNLOOV�� NQRZOHGJH�� et cetera, of 
WKH� SHUVRQ� SURÀFLHQW� LQ� WKH� VWDWH� RI� WKH� DUW� DUH�
GHSHQGHQW�XSRQ�WKH�WHFKQLFDO�ÀHOG�ZLWKLQ�ZKLFK�WKH�
invention belongs. However, for the sake of clarity 
this DUWLÀFLDO person is not held to the standard of a 
Nobel Prize Laureate level of skilfulness, but should 
EH�VXIÀFLHQWO\�SURÀFLHQW�LQ�WKH�FRQFHUQHG�VWDWH�RI�
art.160

89 As already stated in the introductory section of 
this Research Paper, the DNA sequence is simply 
a chemical compound and as such, the patent law 
SULQFLSOHV�DSSOLFDEOH�WR�WKH�ÀHOG�RI�FKHPLVWU\�DUH�
applicable to DNA sequences as such. For that reason, 
the principle that the preparation of a chemical 
compound given that it is not new in structure is 
considered to be non-inventive, and applies mutatis 

mutandis WR�WKH�ÀHOG�RI�'1$�VHTXHQFH�SDWHQWLQJ��

90 The competent authorities in Europe and the United 
States differ in their application of the inventive 

step/non-obviousness requirement. In the United 
States, following the judgement of In re Deuel, a 
DNA sequence is prima facie non-obvious if it is 
structurally different from one already existent in 
nature.161 Moreover the amount or methodology 
of work put into the characterisation of the DNA 
sequence is irrelevant for the purposes of this 
patentability requirement.162 Furthermore, “many 
have argued that technological advances in DNA 
sequencing now mean that the process of isolating 
a gene can no longer be regarded as inventive,”163 but 
so far the patent policy in the United States does not 
take those considerations into account. 

91 The patent regime of the United States has a low 
threshold with respect to the non-obviousness 
requirement. Even if the nature and function of a DNA 
sequences has been established through the usage of 
trivial means, such as with in silico techniques,164 this 
does not preclude the eligibility of the DNA sequence 
under the requirement of non-obviousness.165 

92 The approach followed by EPO, on the other hand 
is more restrictive. Structural non-obviousness is 
QRW�VXIÀFLHQW�HQRXJK��WKXV�UHTXLULQJ�DQ�LQYHQWLYH�
method for isolation166 or unexpected or surprising 
features of the end product.167 Moreover, an isolated 

DNA sequence could lack inventive step if it is 
structurally related to a natural DNA sequence with 
a known function.168

IV. Industrial applicability/
utility of DNA sequences-
related inventions

93 This patentability requirement refers to the fact that 
an invention must be capable of being applied in 
DQ\�ÀHOG�RI�LQGXVWU\��,W�LV�FRQVLGHUHG�WKDW�Industrial 

Application and Utility are two concepts that are 
highly equivalent.169

94 However there are differences between the two 
notions that have been elaborated upon by the 
Standing Committee of the Law of Patents of WIPO in 
2003.170 An invention is considered to be industrially 

applicable “if it can be made or used in any kind of 
industry, including agriculture. [Moreover] the 
general understanding is that the term “industry” 
shall be interpreted in the broadest possible sense.”171 
,Q�UHVSHFW�WR�WKH�ÀHOG�RI�ELRWHFKQRORJ\��$UWLFOH�����
of the Biotech Directive states that, “the industrial 
application of a sequence or a partial sequence of a 
gene must be disclosed in the patent application.”172 
Furthermore, with regards to DNA sequences, 
Recital 23 of the Biotech Directive states that, “a 
mere nucleic acid sequence without indication of a 
function does not contain any technical information 
and is therefore not a patentable invention.”173

95 Under the patent regime of the United States of 
America, the main tool that the USPTO uses in order 
to examine an invention in light of this patentability 
requirement is the Utility Examination Guidelines.174 
Under those guidelines it is stated that an invention 
KDV� WR� GHPRQVWUDWH� D� ´VSHFLÀF�� VXEVWDQWLDO� DQG�
credible utility.”175 “The term credible is interpreted 
… as meaning that the usefulness claimed for the 
invention must be theoretically possible, even 
though it may not have been demonstrated in the 
claims.”176 

96 Industrial applicability/utility, in particular, have 
D� YHU\� VSHFLÀF� IHDWXUH� LQ� UHJDUGV� WR� WKH� ÀHOG� RI�
biotechnology. In respect to the debate discussed 
in the introductory section, it was argued that if 
this patentability requirement was not interpreted 
strictly, patents may be granted in a fairly liberal 
manner - meaning that a patent could be granted 
RQ�ELRORJLFDO�SURGXFWV�ZLWKRXW�D�VSHFLÀF�use, barring 
FRPSHWLWRUV� ZLWKLQ� D� ÀHOG� IURP� WDNLQJ� UHVHDUFK�
initiatives.177 The rationale behind this notion is that, 
“the purpose of granting a patent is not to reserve 
DQ�XQH[SORUHG�ÀHOG�RI�UHVHDUFK�IRU�DQ�DSSOLFDQW�µ178

97 “Even if a credible utility is stated in a patent, if 
further novel and non-obvious uses for a DNA 
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sequence are found, patent law provides that a 
[absolute] product patent on the sequence will 
extend to cover the new uses, despite their not being 
VSHFLÀHG�LQ�WKH�RULJLQDO�SDWHQW�µ179 

E. Scope of protection for 
DNA sequence patents

I. Introductory remarks

98 7KH�VFRSH�RI�D�JLYHQ�SDWHQW�GHÀQHV�WKH�H[FOXVLYLW\�
of the rights it confers. Moreover the “scope of 
SURWHFWLRQ�FDQ�LQÁXHQFH�WKH�YLDELOLW\�RI�D�VSHFLÀF�
line of research.”180 For this reason, the question 
of how broad or narrow the protection given by a 
patent should be is of primary importance.

99 7KH�IDFW�WKDW��ZLWKLQ�WKH�ÀHOG�RI�ELRWHFKQRORJ\��D�
patent is granted for living matter possibly capable of 
reproduction is a clear example of how necessary it is 
WR�GHÀQH�WKH�EURDGQHVV�RU�QDUURZQHVV�RI�WKH�VFRSH�
of protection.181 If that living matter reproduces, the 
QH[W�JHQHUDWLRQ�FRXOG�KDYH�WKH�JHQHWLFDOO\�PRGLÀHG�
genes of the previous one.182 Thus, the controversial 
question that arises is should the scope of the 
protection be extended towards the offspring of a 
JHQHWLFDOO\�PRGLÀHG�RUJDQLVP�DV�ZHOO"183 “There 
has been considerable controversy in the literature 
on this subject, particularly for the cases of plants 
DQG� DQLPDOV�� ,W� VXIÀFHV� KHUH� WR� VD\� WKDW� SDWHQW�
protection indeed extends to the further generation 
animals and plants if the genetic information is still 
present in the further generations and performs its 
function.”184

II. Different types of Patents

100 There are four main types of patents, which have 
differentiating characteristics. These types of patents 
are absolute product patents, process based patents, 
use based patents and purpose bound patents.  

101 The absolute product patent is a patent on the 
substance of an invention per se - the product derived. 
The rights granted to this type of patents cover all 
uses of the protected product. The term product in 
WKH�ÀHOG�RI�'1$�VHTXHQFH�SDWHQWV�LV�XQGHUVWRRG�WR�
mean “a chemical or biological entity, substance or 
composition185 (as distinct from a device or electrical 
circuit).”186

102  The process based patent is a patent that grants 
certain rights upon a method, technique or process. 
The rights granted under this patent may also cover 
the product directly derived from it. However, if the 
same product is achieved through another method, 

technique or process any claims for infringement 
RI�WKH�ÀUVW�SURFHVV�EDVHG�SDWHQW�FDQQRW�EH�UDLVHG��

103 The use based patent is a patent that grants rights 
XSRQ�WKH�VSHFLÀF�XVH�RI�D�SURGXFW��´$Q�H[FHSWLRQ�
>WR�WKH�XVH�EDVHG�SDWHQW�DUH�WKH@�ÀUVW�PHGLFDO�XVH�
SDWHQWV��>7KH�ÀUVW�PHGLFDO�XVH�SDWHQWV@�DUH�SDWHQWV�
on products that are not novel in themselves, but for 
which no medical use has been previously described. 
This kind of patent exists only under European 
patent law. The claims cover manufacture of the 
known product for all medical uses.”187

104 The purpose bound patent is a patent that grants 
ULJKWV�XSRQ�D�SURGXFW�IRU�D�VSHFLÀF�SXUSRVH��7KH�
rights derived from this type of patent cannot 
protect the right holder of uses outside of the 
VSHFLÀHG�SXUSRVH�188 “The purpose-bound protection 
is a product patent and should not be confused with 
the use patent, the use patent does not provide any 
protection over the product as such but only for 
WKH�>VSHFLÀHG@�XVH�����ZKHUHDV�WKH�SXUSRVH�ERXQG�
product protection protects the actual product but 
[it] is limited to the disclosed purpose.”189

105 From the four types of patents, the ones that could 
confer protection over the DNA sequences as such, 
are the absolute product patent and the purpose 
bound patent. For that reason, the author of this 
Research Paper will focus his analysis upon these 
two types of patents.

1. Absolute product patent

106 In the case of Diamond v. Chakrabarty, discussed above, 
the applicant tried190 to register not only the process 
with which the contested bacterium was created, 
but also the particular use of the bacterium and the 
bacterium per se. “The fact is of interest here because 
the claim for using the bacterium was granted in just 
two years, whereas the claim on the bacterium per se 
[took] almost nine years to be granted.”191 This shows 
the reluctance of the otherwise liberal United States 
patent regime to grant negative monopoly rights 
IRU�LQGXVWULDO�H[SORLWDWLRQ�RYHU�JHQHWLFDOO\�PRGLÀHG�
products per se. 

107 The notion of absolute product based patents in the 
ÀHOG�RI�ELRWHFKQRORJ\�LV�UHODWLYHO\�QHZ��+RZHYHU��DV�
already stated, DNA is considered to be a chemical 
compound and as such the principles governing the 
patenting in chemistry are applicable to it. One of 
WKH�YHU\�ÀUVW�NQRZQ�DEVROXWH�SURGXFW�EDVHG�SDWHQWV�
for a chemical invention has its origins in the United 
States of America shortly after the Second World 
War. On the 9th of May 1950 the USPTO granted 
an absolute product patent for the chemical of 
penicillin.192 
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108 As it was discussed in Part C of this Research Paper, 
the notion of an absolute product patent was put 
under judicial scrutiny recently in the cases of 
Association for Molecular Pathology v. United States 

3DWHQW�	�7UDGHPDUN�2IÀFH193 and Monsanto Technology 

LLC v. Cefetra BV and Others.194 Both cases dealt with 
the issue concerning the scope of protection for 
SDWHQWV�JUDQWHG�LQ�WKH�ÀHOG�RI�ELRWHFKQRORJ\�

109 In the United States currently, absolute product 
based patents are permissible while in Europe the 
picture is much more complex. Under the case-
law of EPO, “[i]t is generally accepted as a principle 
underlying the EPC that a patent which claims a 
physical entity per se, confers absolute protection 
upon such physical entity; that is, wherever it 
exists and whatever its context (and therefore for 
all uses of such physical entity, whether known or 
unknown).”195

110 However, according to the interpretation given by 
the European Court of Justice, the protection granted 
by Article 9 of the Biotech Directive is exhaustively 
harmonising within the European Union and cannot 
provide protection to DNA absolute product patents.

2. Purpose-bound patent

111 “The most suitable and most advocated alternative 
to the absolute product patent protection is the 
purpose-bound protection, which in contrast to the 
absolute product patent would extend no further 
than the use disclosed in the application.”196 The 
VFRSH�RI�WKLV�W\SH�RI�SDWHQW�LV�FRQÀQHG�ZLWKLQ�WKH�
VSHFLÀHG use, thus other uses not listed or that fall 
outside of the disclosed purpose could be claimed 
by other applicants. 

112 This type of patent has an interesting implication for 
WKH�ÀHOG�EHFDXVH�D�VLQJOH�SXULÀHG�'1$�VHTXHQFH�FRXOG�
be subject to protection for many right holders. Since 
the European Court of Justice has interpreted that 
the Biotech Directive does exhaustively harmonise 
the level of protection in all Member States to 
purpose bound patents, it would be interesting to 
observe the development of biotechnologies and 
bioresearch in Europe. This policy decision could 
either promote the research and development in the 
ÀHOG�RI�'1$�UHODWHG�LQYHQWLRQV��RU�LW�FRXOG�VLPSO\�
deter it.

F. Conclusion

113 The patent regimes of the United States of America 
and Europe do not resemble much. The policy choices 
made in constructing those regimes seem fairly 
different, however, they reach the same conclusions. 
Namely, that an inventor should be rewarded for his 

or her invention and that there should be a threshold 
with respect to patenting living matter. 

114 As discussed in this Research Paper, there are 
substantial differences with regards to the 
patentability requirements of DNA-related 
inventions. However they do not render the patent 
systems fundamentally different.

115 Moreover, as recent developments have shown, 
the patent regimes in the United States of America, 
and Europe197 have chosen different policy paths. 
The United States allows protection for absolute 
product patents while in Europe this type of patent 
LV�SURKLELWHG�LQ�WKH�ÀHOG�RI�'1$�VHTXHQFHV�

116 It is interesting to note that the United States 
Supreme Court has decided to adjudicate upon 
the Association for Molecular Pathology et al v. Myriad 

Genetics Inc et al case and its Judgement is expected 
to be delivered in June 2013.198 In my opinion, the 
United States Supreme Court will tailor a judgement 
that would be fairly similar to the decision of the 
European Court of Justice in the case of Monsanto 

Technology LLC v. Cefetra BV and Others. Thus, it will 
bring the patent regimes even closer.

117 The rationale behind the decision of the European 
Court of Justice is that the research and development 
LQ� WKH� ÀHOG� RI� ELRWHFKQRORJ\� RYHU� D� SDUWLFXODU�
SXULÀHG�DQG�LVRODWHG�'1$�VHTXHQFH�VKRXOG�QRW�EH�
restricted. Others should have the right to research 
and make academic contributions freely, without 
fear of patent infringement litigations. 

118 However, on the other hand, biotechnology is a 
ÀHOG�WKDW�UHTXLUHV�KLJK�DPRXQWV�RI�LQYHVWPHQW��,I�
an investor cannot fully secure his interest, he or she 
most probably will be precluded from disclosing an 
LQYHQWLRQ�RU�ZLOO�QRW�LQYHVW�LQ�WKH�ÀUVW�SODFH��7KXV�
instead of promoting research and development 
LQ� WKH� ÀHOG�� WKLV� SROLF\� FRXOG� DFWXDOO\� SURPRWH�
stagnation.

119 Will the United States Supreme Court rule on the 
issue of purpose bound patents versus absolute product 

patents in the same manner as the European Court of 
Justice did, or will it choose to follow another policy 
path? And which is the right policy to follow? Only 
time will answer those questions.

�
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